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How are you feeling, really…? Tell your Mood Meter mobile app exactly how you feel and build emotional intelligence that
lasts a lifetime. Expand your emotional .... iMoodJournal. iPhone rating: 4.4 stars. Android rating: 4.6 stars. BrainWave Tuner.
iPhone rating: 4.6 stars. Price: $3.99. Breathe2Relax. iPhone rating: 4.5 stars. Android rating: 4 stars. eMoods. iPhone rating:
4.6 stars. MoodLog. Android rating: 4.4 stars. Medisafe. iPhone rating: 4.7 stars. aiMei. iPhone rating: .... Discover the top 100
best mood detector apps for ios free and paid. Top ios apps for mood detector in AppCrawlr!. Try it out for yourself. (Free; iOS
and Android). Mood Kit. MoodKit uses the foundation of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and provides .... These iOS and
Android apps are designed to reduce depression and ... or a mood-tracker, these seven apps (which are all available for both iOS
and ... keep up with good habits and ditch those that are counterproductive.. Check out the daily app ranking, rank history,
ratings, features and reviews of top apps like Mood Detector - Free Finger Print Scanner on iOS Store.. It's a cool way to have
your current mood detected! It works like a crystal ball! As you scan your finger across the sensor you will see Emoji faces ....
Positive Experience & Good Tracking I've used this app with iPhone and with Android. With iPhone, there were several more
opportunities to add emotions .... Mood calendar application view Figure 2: Mood journaling application view … ... ground
service on both iPhone and Android and describe an API to. be used ... could filter results to best match the user's current mood.
3.. They say that Apple's tools are the best-in-class, that its iPhone App Store ... But you couldn't tell that from the festive mood
at Apple's annual ... market global market share,” Sensor Tower cofounder Alex Malafeev told CNBC.. A few studies have
investigated Android and iOS apps for specific health conditions, such as mental diseases and weight loss. To the best of .... 1.
MoodKit. Exportable Mood Charts with 7 & 30-day views. Unlimited mood ratings and notes per day. Over 200 mood
improvement activities. Saves exportable notes to a central journal. A Thought Checker, which helps you to manage negative
feelings related to a specific situation.. Siri is good for a lot of things, but she generally doesn't care much whether ... Launching
today is EmoWatch, a new app for your Apple Watch that will help ... a read-out (in the form of a graph) of your moods
throughout the day.

Analyze revenue and download data estimates and category rankings for top mobile entertainment apps. Data on mood finger
scan and other apps by Indigo .... You can read more about Apple's choices here, or check out each app on the App Store
directly using the links above. ipad-appiphone-appmood .... After analyzing the most popular mood tracking apps, we unveiled
the top secrets ... Let's look at some of the most popular iOS and Android mood tracking apps that ... Pip is another wearable
sensor that captures the changes in levels of stress .... See price drops for the iOS Universal app Mood Detector - Best Finger
Scan Emotion Analyzer. Note: This app is intended for entertainment purposes only and.. With just a few taps, the app will alert
the support group that the user needs ... Code Blue will be free and is expected to launch this spring on both iOS and .... Jump to
Moodpath - The Best Depression Apps of 2019. Moodpath - Depression & Anxiety Test. iPhone: 4.7 stars. Android: 4.6 stars.
Price: Free with in-app purchases. Daylio - Mood Tracker. iPhone: 4.8 stars. Android: 4.8 stars. Price: Free with in-app
purchases. Depression CBT. Android: 4.2 stars. Price: Free.. This app is available only on the App Store for iPhone, iPad, and
Apple Watch. Moods: Mental Health Tracking 4+. For Better Mental ...
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